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HOUSE CALL

FRESHLY BUILT IN THE LUSH LANDSCAPE OUTSIDE GALLE, BRAGANZA HOUSE IS AN  

EYE-POPPING UPDATE ON THE TRADITIONAL SRI LANKAN VILLA

OUT OF THE BLUE

BY HARRIET COMPSTON. PHOTOGRAPHS BY MO ARPI
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A BEACH HOUSE IN THE COUNTRYSIDE. That was the vision of Chlöe 

Elkerton, owner of Braganza House, when she bought a plot of land 

in Talpe, a 25-minute tuk-tuk ride south of Galle. Fast forward to today 

and this whimsical villa – all corals, pinks and greens – might just be 

the most photogenic house in Sri Lanka. Opened last December, it’s a 

playful scene of hand-crafted furniture, rattan, nature-inspired artwork, 

ceramics and bold prints. The result is a deeply pretty Pandora’s box 

– and a mesmerising new take on a Sri Lankan villa. 

‘The house is really a collection of my favourite things,’ says Chlöe 

as we sit in Lionel’s Bar, the villa’s breezy ambalama shelter (named 

after her tuk-tuk driver), with its cinnamon-stick roof. Avocado the dog 

is by her side. These favourite things include not only the beach, but a 

passion for different, seemingly clashing cultures – all played out in 

Braganza through a marvellous mingling of colour, pattern and shape. 

It’s a textured, happy-making place where you want to take everything 

home, right down to the small brass crab peeking out from behind a 

sculptural turquoise lamp.  

UK-born Chlöe studied fashion at Bristol before doing a textiles 

degree at Goldsmiths, which prompted a career as an interiors stylist. 

After her father died and the recession hit in 2008, she rented out her 

mAT�IN�,ONDON�AND�MOVED�TO�3INGAPORE��&IVE�YEARS�LATER��SHE�FOUNDED�

%�!�)NTERIORS��A�DESIGN�lRM�WHICH�FOCUSES�ON�FULL�RENOVATION�PROJECTS��

from Singaporean black-and-whites to fabulous villas in Bali. 

#HLÈE�lRST�VISITED�3RI�,ANKA����YEARS�AGO�WITH�HER�MOTHER��!FTER�THE�

move to Singapore, the two would travel together across the globe. Sri 

Lanka became a good meeting point, and Chlöe fell in love with the 

COUNTRY�n�SO�MUCH�SO�THAT�SHE�SOLD�HER�,ONDON�mAT�AND�STARTED�HOUSE�

hunting on the south coast. A villa on the beach was out of reach so 

SHE�WENT�INLAND��SNAPPING�UP�A�PLOT�IN�������@!S�SOON�AS�)�SAW�THE�LAND��

I knew it was special – elevated, a great location and amazing trees. I 

got a very good feeling, and just decided to do it.’ 

There was only a burnt-down dwelling on the site so the house had 

to be built from scratch, which Chlöe planned and designed with her 

team at E&A. While basing it on a traditional Sri Lanka bungalow, she 

admits to not wanting that ‘typical look – the dark wood, white cement. 

I wanted something fresher, brighter which I felt represented me and 

my journey more; the things I’m passionate about.’

Her starting point was the ocean – the surf-buffeted Sri Lankan 

coast, but also family holidays in Greece, African adventures and her 

mother’s house in St Mawes, Cornwall – topped off with a love of Morocco, 

India and Bali, plus a fondness for the best British and American fabric 

houses. It’s a riot of cultures but Chlöe has nailed it thanks to her sharp 

curated eye. ‘It’s an extension of my personal style, which is quite bohe-

mian yet also pulled together and intentional,’ she says.  

Braganza is set in tropical gardens of jackfruit, king coconut and 

papaya trees. The loveliness of the place struck me as soon as I walked 

THROUGH�THE�$UTCH�COLONIAL��mORAL�CARVED�ENTRANCE�DOORS��AND�INTO�THE�

spectacular open courtyard. Paved with dark green handmade 

Moroccan Bejmat tiles, the space sparkled with vibrant beaded Nigerian 

armchairs, framed woven rice bags, potted palms and walls dotted with 

ceramic shells. For all the sense of entering some impeccably thought-

through mise en scène, the smile of house manager Kumara dispelled 

any standing on ceremony. 

The four bedrooms are all different yet united by the same imagina-

tive thread. I opted for the Pol (Sinhalese for coconut) Suite, with its 

huge bed beneath a locally hand-stencilled mural of stars and walls 

adorned with vivid bird prints by artist Mary Maguire. An outdoor 

shower under huge palms beckoned. Each of the suites has its own 

appeal: the handsomely tiled Pearl Suite; the green-and-white Peacock 

Suite, with its handmade twin bobbin four-poster beds (perfect for little 

ones) and Sibyl Colefax cushions. The most tranquil is the Palm Suite, 

with its shell grotto and vast shell collection, the result of years of  

rummaging on Sri Lankan shores. All those conches, scallops and nau-

tiluses stay the right side of kitsch, as do shell prints from cult American 

brand Bohome Interiors. 

With the sun fearsome in the sky, I cooled off in the airy living room, 

ITS�ENTRANCE�mANKED�BY�TWO�LARGE�3INHALESE�UMBRELLAS�BOUGHT�FROM�A�

local antiques shop. Running the length of the house, the plump block-

printed rattan sofas with Fermoie cushions are immaculate, yet still 

inviting enough to curl up on with a book. There are curvy Indian inlaid 

CHAIRS�ALONGSIDE�BULBOUS�BLUE�LAMPS��CONlDENT�SEASCAPES�AND�HAND�

woven Baba Tree baskets from Ghana.  

"EACH�VILLA�INmUENCES��AND�INTIMATIONS�OF�SEA�AND�SAND��SHINE�THROUGH�

IN�THE�UPBEAT�LIVING�AREA��3O�MUCH�SO�THAT�FROM�ITS�mOOR�TO�CEILING�GLASS�

doors, you expect to skip out onto golden sands. Instead, I wandered 

onto a serene veranda, with scalloped chairs and a view towards the 

organic-shaped terrazzo pool. ‘I want every single part of the house to 

tell a story,’ Chlöe says, explaining that the pool was inspired by one 

she swam in on a trip to Zanzibar with her mother. 

7HEN�IT�COMES�TO�THE�SEA��IT�S�AN�EASY�����MINUTE�SAUNTER�DOWN�TO�

Turtle Beach – with its limpid water and gentle giant turtles – passing 

a patchwork of gardens, little temples and mango orchards. Wijaya Beach, 

the area’s coolest oceanside bar, is a few metres along for simple seafood 

DISHES�EATEN�WITH�TOES�BURIED�IN�THE�SAND��&URTHER�AlELD�ARE�THE�TEA� 

plantations in nearby Habaraduwa and sultry, bohemian Galle, the  

��TH�CENTURY�WALLED�$UTCH�TOWN��WITH�ITS�GRAND�HOUSES�AND�PRETTY�SHOPS�����

One evening, as the light faded in Lionel’s Bar, jangling bells broke 

through the buzz of cicadas, and a traditional dance troupe from Jaffna 

APPEARED��!S�A�DRUMMER�BANGED�TO�THE�BEAT��THE�lRE�BREATHING�DANCERS�

swirled and stamped their feet, the singing crescendoing with undulat-

ing, hypnotic notes. It was intoxicating, intense and something of a relief 

when the last jangle sounded and I spied Kumara coming down the hill 

with food. Chef Prabath had worked his magic. Under the starry sky, 

we feasted on just-caught lobster and juicy jumbo prawns, washed down 

with a crisp rosé. It felt carefree and effortless, but also exactly right – a 

bit like everything at Braganza House. 

Braganza House sleeps eight and is available to rent from £570 a night 

(minimum two nights); braganza-house.com

IT’S A PLAYFUL SCENE OF HAND-CRAFTED FURNITURE, NATURE-INSPIRED ARTWORK 

AND BOLD PRINTS. THE RESULT IS A DEEPLY PRETTY PANDORA’S BOX

HOUSE CALL

Opposite, clockwise from top left: Peacock Suite; Chlöe Elkerton; colourfully tiled bathroom; double-height sitting room; outdoor shower, and  
bedroom of the Pol Suite; entrance hall; shell room; villa grounds. Previous pages, the pool. All at Braganza House
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